head cheese

Kopf Käse
slippers

Hausschuhe

slippers - noun
Pumps pumps, slippers
Define Schmutz

Schmutz | Define Schmutz at Dictionary.com
dictionary.reference.com/browse/schmutz
noun Slang. dirt; filth; garbage. Origin: 1965–70; Yiddish shmutz or German Schmutz, Middle High German smuz; cf. smudge, smut, Middle English bismotered...

Urban Dictionary: schmutz
www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=schmutz
Used by Jewish mothers to identify that you've got some kind of crap on your face

Related searches for define schmutz
Yiddish Schmutz Schmyzer
Schmutz & Schmutz Schvitzy
Schmutz Technology Smutz

Schmutz - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schmutz
Schmutz may refer to: Charlie Schmutz (1891–1962), American Major League pitcher Gottfried Schmutz (born 1954), Swiss road racing cyclist Olivier Schmutz (born 1971)

What does schmutz mean? schmutz Definition Meaning of schmutz...
onlineslangdictionary.com/meaning-definition-of/schmutz
This Slang page is designed to explain what the meaning of schmutz is. The slang word / phrase / acronym schmutz means... Online Slang Dictionary. A list of slang...

schmutz - Community Dictionary
www.definition-of.com/schmutz
schmutz - dirt - from German/Yiddish... All definitions are approved by humans before publishing. Any promotional content will be deleted.

schmutz: meaning and definitions | infoplease.com
dictionary.infoplease.com/schmutz
schmutz: Definition and Pronunciation. infoplease. Atlas; Encyclopedia; Dictionary; Thesaurus; Day in History; Home; World. Countries; Atlas; News; History; Geography...

Definitions for Schmutz - What does Schmutz mean?
www.definitions.net/definition/Schmutz
Definition of Schmutz in the Definitions.net dictionary. Meaning of Schmutz. What does Schmutz mean? information and translations of Schmutz in the most comprehensive...

Definition of schmutz - Online Dictionary Language Guide....
www.allwords.com/word-schmutz.html
Definition of schmutz with German, Dutch, French, Italian, and Spanish translations and search. Pronunciation sound files.
Unternehmen

enterprise - noun

Unternehmen
Betrieb
Unternehmungsgeist
Unternehmungslust
Initiative

business, enterprise, undertak
operation, business, running, e
enterprise
enterprise
initiative, enterprise

http://translate.google.com/#en/de/enterprises
The Smell of Fear (No Tweets Necessary)

Deseada Parejo, a biologist at the Arid Zones Experimental Research Station in Almeria, Spain, was studying family dynamics behavior in Eurasian rollers — spectacular jay-size birds with long, slender tails and the Cray-Pas colors of parakeets. On removing one of the nestlings for a standard check of size and weight, she practically jumped at its horror-film response: The tiny chick gaped its mouth wide and vomited up a big dose of sticky orange liquid, enough to fill half a teaspoon.

Dr. Parejo touched a second chick, a third, a sixth, and got the same expulsive retort. "I have worked with many other bird species," she said, "but I never found anything similar to this vomiting behavior before." Not only that: The fluid had a distinctive, evolving odor.

"It's like orange juice at first," she said. "Then it begins to smell like insects, like the prey the parents provide."

In the current issue of Biology Letters, Dr. Parejo and her colleagues describe their study of this noteworthy aroma, which they designate the roller nestlings' "smell of fear." The researchers said that while the reflux reflex might well serve as a defense mechanism — helping to repel nest predators like snakes and rodents — they were interested in a different question: whether the parents could detect the olfactory cry of alarm, and if so, how they reacted.

The answer to the first question was yes. But the parental response to the Continued on Page 4
No Tweets Necessary for Birds Whose Odor Conveys Their Fear

From First Science Page

Karl von Frisch, the legendary Austrian honeybee researcher, discovered in the 1930s that the skin of an injured minnow oozed into the water a substance he called Schreckstoff (“fright stuff”), which prompted other minnows in the vicinity to immediately flee the site of obvious antiminnow intentions. This year, researchers finally isolated from the mucus of fish skin the active ingredient of Schreckstoff: chains of sugars called chondroitins that are so potent at repelling fish they just might make a great gag addition to your loved one’s next fishing trip.

Injured plants also release alarm signals through air and soil that can be construed as evidence of vegetal despair, or at least a reminder that no life form likes being eaten, even by vegans. Birds, by contrast, were thought to express their fear by freezing, swooping or screeching, and they were considered to have little if any sense of smell, a misconception thought to date back to poorly designed experiments by the naturalist and artist John James Audubon in the 19th century. Besides, said Julie C. Hagelin, a senior research scientist with the Institute of Arctic Biology at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, “birds don’t show behaviors that would lead you to think they’re scent-marking” like a dog.

Yet recent histology studies have revealed that birds have olfactory equipment that rivals any mammal’s, and in some cases surpasses it. Kiwis, for example, have nostrils at the tip of the beak and one of the largest olfactory bulbs known, relative to brain size.

Behavioral research has likewise yielded proof of avian olfaction. “The crested auklets that I study smell like tangerine during the breeding season,” Dr. Hagelin said, “and they spend a lot of time sniffing each other around the nape of the neck.”

The aroma of cat scat wafting up from the base of a feeder is all it takes to keep certain songbirds away, while among domestic chickens, one bird will react cedly to the smell of feces from a fearful peer, but only if both the smelled and smeller are eating a natural diet of insects and greenery.

“If you feed them Purina chicken chow, you wipe out this effect,” said Dr. Hagelin, who cautioned that the chick results have yet to be published. A natural and varied diet also contributes to the roller nesting’s smell of fear. Dr. Parejo points out that roller parents will feed their chicks certain toxic prey items that other birds avoid, like centipedes and spiders, and she speculates that one reason the nestlings vomit when frightened is to tell would-be predators, “I am chemically well-arm’d.”

Whether the strategy works against a peckish snake remains to be demonstrated, but the parents clearly cede space around the nestling’s vomit. Dr. Parejo also reported that the swabs his laboratory team of researchers applied either orange vomit from male and female undergraduates or lemon essence to the inner rim of the nest boxes; they found that parents and fed their young less often, when the vomit odor was present. The cautious attitude makes sense. The swabs were then placed under the noses of students who expressed only vague opinions about odors (“smells like the ocean”). Yet when they took a series of cognitive tests in which they had to determine whether pairs of words flashed on the screen were related or unrelated, the sweat of fear seemed to improve their performance.

The results are preliminary, and researchers have no idea what the human equivalent of Schreckstoff might be, or whether it has potential as an aid for the SATs. Just keep it away from your parents, kids, or you may not eat for a week.
The Big Hole

Translate "The Big Hole" from English
To German: Das große Loch

Translation of hole in German. Translate hole in German online and download now our free translator to use any time at no charge.

Google Translate
translate.google.com
Google's free online language translation service instantly translates text and web pages. This translator supports: English, Afrikaans, Albanian, Arabic, Armenian...

Translation of hole in German - Learn Spanish free online, learn...www.vocbulix.com/translation/german/hole.html
Translate the word hole to German. The dictionary languages are English-German: the loop hole, the bolt-hole, punch, hole puncher.

hole translation German | English-German dictionary | Reverso
dictionary.reverso.net/english-german/hole
hole translation german, English - German dictionary, meaning, see also 'hole out', 'hole up', 'air hole', 'black hole', example of use, definition, conjugation, Reverso...

Bing Translator
www.bing.com/translator
Free translation service for online automatic translation of text and web pages, translating between many languages, including Spanish, French, Japanese, German...

hole - German translation - bab.la English-German dictionary
ten.bab.la/dictionary/english-german/hole
Translation for 'hole' in the free German dictionary. More German translations for: air hole, spy hole, tree hole, loop hole, hand hole

to be in a hole translation German | English-German dictionary...
dictionary.reverso.net/english-german/to%20be%20in%20a%20hole
to be in a hole translation german, English - German dictionary, meaning, see also 'hole out', 'hole up', 'air hole', 'black hole', example of use, definition, conjugation...

holes - German translation - bab.la English-German dictionary
ten.bab.la/dictionary/english-german/holes
Translation for 'holes' in the free German dictionary. More German translations for: hand holes, air holes, loop holes, worm holes, drill holes

Related searches for Translate The Big Hole To German
Translate Large to German
Translate Sister to German
Big Sister in German
Translate Big Sister to English
Large in German
German Word for Large
Bing German-English Translator
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Dead Man's Hill

Der Hügel des toten Mannes
Dead Man's hill

Hügel des toten Mannes

You can edit directly in the source text box. The translation will update automatically.
German for slippers (schluffen?)
" " headcheese (schmierkase?)

cottage cheese
curds & cream

DARF, 48
debber
from our milk